
#ASL28Challenge 2017 Day #8 Sunrise (Affirmation)  

Day 8 of 28 Days Sunrise motif (A) 	

Second Week AFFIRMATION – Celebrating the existence and survival of American Sign 
Language  
Feb 8-14 

Day 8 of 28 Days SUNRISE (A) 
Meaning: A new beginning, era, chapter. Sunrise also symbolizes ASL to stay alive. 

Examples: We Came, We Saw, We Conquered by Nancy Rourke. ASL DREAM by Ellen 
Mansfield.  

	

 
 
Love you, Sunrise! 
Artists- Gabriel Arellano : Tonatiuh  
Material- Snapphoto from video via smartphone. 
~ Love how sunrise climbing up daily. 
Indeed, this handshape is our universal sign. 
Oh my, gratitude to obtain the rays of LOVE. 
Oh my, gratitude for let stars sleep. 
Oh my, gratitude to bright our sign language up. 
Yes, this handhshape signed, "I LOVE YOU". 
 



	

"Chuck Baird's Sunrise" 
~ Storytelling by himself, CHUCK BAIRD: "First sunrise was painted at Austin, Texas in 
1976... And after living within ASL community, later in years Chuck Baird revisited his original 
painting, he decided to add this very morpheme of sign language of SUNRISE in 2002." His two 
signatures showed the years of 1976 and 2002. {Sunset may applied, winks.} 
Artists- Chuck Baird : photo by - Gabriel Arellano  



 
"The radiant" 
Arnaud Balard 
An old project of illustration in 2013. At that time I was envolved of how to share the influence 
of Deaf visual arts. 
Show that our artworks must enlighten our Deaf culture. 
 
Vieux projet d'illustration qui devait aboutir à une affiche en 2013. J'étais encore engagé sur 
comment partager nos arts visuels. Montrer que nos œuvres font rayonner la culture Sourde 
aussi. 
En / fr 
An old project of illustration in 2013. At that time I was envolved of how to share the influence 
of Deaf visual arts. 
Show that our artworks must enlighten our Deaf culture. 
 



 
"Dawn of a New Age in Deaf America" 
Karen Christie 
fabric on canvas 
[description: cloudy blue and white skies, a sun rises over a mountain where sunrays shine down 
on the small dome recognized as part of the old main building of the old American School for the 
Deaf] 



 
 
Rosemary Parker Edwards 
Media: Photography/digital art 
I know this may remind you of Chuck Baird's work. But this is my version using my own picture 
and hands/arm. 
 



 

Title: "Awakening and Understanding" 
Amy Cohen Efron  
Medium: Digital art 

This lady was swimming under water and not able to understand until she went up and saw a 
sunrise. All of the sudden she awakens and understood everything. Underwater, it was dark, 
cold, cloudy, and garbled. Unable to hear or understand. Now she uses energy from Sun-Eye and 
finally understands. This is a positive energy from sun which provides language access for this 
girl. It just clicked. 

 
 
	



	

Title: New Modern Deaf German-American Apostle of the Deaf World 
Shawn Elfrink 
Media: Mixed Adobe Arts- Sketch, Drawing and Photoshop 
Size: unknown from Mini iPad 
 
There are 2 signing words there: 
1. Shine on our new Deaf Apostle, George Veditz 
2. Protecting us to come from the fowl dark blue orally mouth flowers 
There's a proof that George's has holes in his hands and already stitch on NAD's arrow after 
taken off 
 



 

Poem: Painting Light 
Eric Epstein 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-4V5HfL5j8 
 

Image description: Eric Epstein, a white young man with short hair, wearing a gray T-shirt. He is 
standing between bookshelves and in front of a white wall. His hands are pressed against his 
body. 

Gloss: DARK DEPEND DEPEND DEPEND STAR STAR STAR VANISH VANISH VANISH 
WHERE SHINE? HOW-SILLY! SUN SEARCH SUNRISE SUNSET WHERE SHINE? MY-
BAD OPEN-UP EMANATE. DEAF WOMAN FINISH DIP BLUE SIGN COME SIGN YOUR 
COLOR SPLAT OUR SKY COME-TOGETHER DEAF SOUL SUNRISE BRIGHT/CLEAR 
BEAUTIFUL DIVERSITY AROUND-EARTH/ATMOSPHERE THERE THERE WAKE-UP 
MORNING PAINT ALL-AROUND/YOU-ALL. 

 



 
 
" Our deaf life arisen"( may change) 
Kathy Abraham  
Materials- coloring pencils, ink, and 9x12 sketch pad  
Now there is a bright day for deaf people..ASL is here! Sunrise makes new life for deaf people 
and brings hope to them to begin life with no obstacles nor barrier to their native language as 
well as welcomes the birth of new life. 
 



	

"ASL Sunrise" 
Bonita Harris 
My language, I am proud to sign. It brightens my day. Very simple drawing here 



	

"Colorado Sunrise" 
Laurie Monahan 
Dry pastels 9x12" 
 
Visual description: sunrising over the open field with Veditz headstone shining on the ground. 
 

 
"Be Who You Are" 
Vicki Nordquist 



 

	

“Sunrise Resist” 
Nancy Rourke 
Topic: Celebrating the existence and survival of American Sign Language 
16 inch by 20 inch 
Oil on Canvas 
Nancy Rourke 
The painting depicts an early dawn with a peak of sunrise.  
George Veditz stood and signed RESIST and told the Deaf people to join with him, and start a 
new chapter to fight for our rights.  



	 	

"\m/_ 💋_\m/" 
Ian Sanborn 
Sunrise motif 
Bristol 11x17 
Prismacolor pencils, black pen 
Ian Sanborn 

This drawing is from March 2011. 



 
"Eye-Seeing Opportunities at Sunrise" 
Bonnie Sandy 
Approx 12"x6" 
Spray-painted plastic masks, feathers, ribbons, plastic leaves and butterfly buttons 
 
Little history: I made it during the week of the NAD Conf 2008 (year?) in New Orleans with 
Chuck Baird's leading the art workshop. He mentioned that title to me when he saw me making 
it. Every time I see the mask - I think of Chuck and the opportunities ahead at sunrise. 
	



	

SUNRISE  
Jill Stark 
Deaf little girl with her beloved dandelion in the morning... (the dandelion is also a sun symbol) 



 
 
heidi storme 
The shining handshapes are in the background, but in obsessed with ravens today, so they were a 
part of my sunrise.  
Digital drawings and photo manipulation 
Description: colorful sunrise with muted handshapes coming from the sun at the horizon and 
rising from. The foreground shows several raven in flight across the picture. 
 



 
 
The Sun Symbol 
Artist: Yusuf Yahya 
Media: Collage Art, Cardstock Canton 12 x 12 
Looks like the ascent of the sun above (dark blue arm) the horizon in the morning.  
State of mind where you feel highly stimulated to do something, it's magic comes from the way 
it make you feel. 
 
	

 

	


